In [ 
has the fixed-point property ifn-\-lis relatively prime to both p and ip(p) where y(p) is the Euler function of p.
To prove the theorem one shows that the Lefschetz number L(f) of any map ƒ: M # CP n -* M # CP n is given by the equation
where K, K', fi, /z' and X are integers such that
with q being a proper divisor of p. In fact q is the order of the class of [a] in II r (5)/image /, where n r (5) is the stable /--stem 7r r+s|s (5*) and / the stable Jhomomorphism ir r (SO) -• n r (£), and the conditions on r are required to ensure that q > 1 and that the congruence K = ji moàq holds. To prove Theorem 2 one first retracts (M # CP n ) x (M' # CP n ) onto M 2m x M^, and then one proceeds to retract M 2m x M' 2m , according to [11, onto S k considered a submanifold of the diagonal of (M # CP n ) x (M' #CP n ). It is a pleasure to express my thanks to Ed Fadell for many useful conversations on this topic, and for his critical reading of an earlier manuscript which helped greately in the final development of this work.
